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The Selectionsets export wizard will walk you through
the process of exporting the current selectionsets files
for each of the desired applications. You can import
the files into the client application later. You can set
the shape of your curve using the select series tool.
Use this tool to make your energy curves (pumps,
laterals, etc) accurate and intelligently sized.You can
use the same select series curve tool to make
geodetic (projected) control point type curves. A select
series curve tool is also used to make multiple
connection point type curves. When connecting a
pump or laterals curve to another curve, the first curve
selects the type of the target curve. The second curve
must be of the same type as the first curve or it can
be an automatic curve such as a pump or lateral
curve. During the selection of the i-model publishing
engine, a dialog appears with the following
information, all of which is self-explanatory: Logical
Name: A number that will be unique for each
published i-model. This is the name by which the i-
model will be used. P/N Name: The name of the i-
model. This is the name that will appear in the i-model
publishing engine dialog box. This name is what a
WaterCAD user will use in their system to locate the i-
model. Title: A description of the i-model content,
which will appear in the i-model publishing engine
dialog box. Logical Description: A description that will
appear on the i-model publishing engine dialog box.
Options: The i-model publishing engine dialog box
options allow you to control the output settings of the i-
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model. Different options are available to control the
compression of the i-model, how it is stored and
compressed, and how it is associated with a
MicroStation installation. See the i-model publishing
engine documentation for details of the options.
Before the i-model publishing engine is installed, the
default options will be used. Example: A simple
example i-model file is included with the
WaterCAD/GEMS V8i download. You can use this file as
a template if you have content that is already
available in a i-model format. Product download URL: A
URL for the i-model publishing engine. If you are using
the WaterCAD version of the i-model publishing
engine, the product download URL is http://selectservi
ces.bentley.com/i-model-publishing-engine. If you are
using the WaterGEMS version, the product download
URL is http://selectservices.bentley.com/i-model-
publishing-engine-v9. For other details about the i-
model publishing engine and its features, visit http://se
lectservices.bentley.com/i-model-publishing-engine
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Flushing tool has greatly been improved and it now
resides under Analysis menu. The new Flushing

module is easy to setup, easy to run (you can run just
selected event or entire events) and easy to generate

printer ready reports. Both conventional and
unidirectional flushing can be arranged under certain
area or study. There has been a new criteria added
Target Shear Stress along with the Target Velocity.
This field can be used as a requirement to test the

flushing event run. More details on the Flushing topic
will come as a TechNote and a link to that page will be

provided here. Cattle Fighting is a chapter in the
Chapter from the Reading Series of Masses to Read

the Royal Society and Companion books. I am
suggesting all the newbies like us the professionals
the ability to knock off any given tool and modify it.
This Tool can be called a new Juggling Tool. Now we

can do one "jugl Selective Cutting of Data
Containers/Boards is an add-in module for Data

Manipulation 4.0.1 software that lets users select, cut,
copy, paste and delete records in the current data

container (i.e. table, database or spreadsheet).
Selective Cutting of Data Containers/Boards is a

standalone software that lets you select, cut, copy,
paste and delete records in your current data

container. Selective Cutting of Data Containers/Boards
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is a stand-alone software, non-integrated into Data
Manipulation. 5ec8ef588b
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